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THE HUGHES

IX

I~QUIRY

ON KINCORA

Narrative
·.

Mr Wallace's Conviction

230(0).

On 11 February 1982 Mr Wallace had been refused leave to

appeal against his
Home

~-·

...
-

of manslaughter.

He petitioned the

and on 16 Au.gust 1984 Mr
Mellor (Parliamentary Under Secretary, Home Office) told 300 Mr Marshall

=~~
'\

Secret~ry

c~nvictlon

in rela.tion to his case;

4

that .there was no basis upon which the Home Secretary could properly
take any action with respect to -his conviction.

Mr Wallace was also

informed accordingly.

Pre2aratioris for a further Inquiry

231(C).

While Sir George Terry's report had been in preparatibn

(indeed since. February 1982)

-·
;::~~

N~O

and DHSS (NI) had been considering

the form of the eventual . further inquiry.

At desk level, officials

were already inclined to favour a new inquiry under Article 54 of the
H&PSS ( NI) Order, ·similar to the one · disbanded in February 1982 • . It· .
was noted that, in the eyes of Lord Salmon's 1966 Royal Commission on
Tribunals of Inquiry, use of the

1~21

Act should be limited to

"matters of vital public importance concerning which there is
l

something of a nationwide crisis of confidence".

A debate in

300.Letter fr.om Mr Mellor to Mr Marshall dated 15 August 1984
(MOD File D/DS6/7/66/13/1 Part A; attachment to
Enclosure 122).
161
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Parliament would be required 'to set up a tribunal;
lengthy affair, and very costly;

it would be a

•

a general immunity from prosecution

for witnesses would normally be considered necessary;

the

publ~c

hearings of a tribunal would attract media coverage, and perhaps .
pr9vide a platform for those anxious to make
sati~fy

personal grudges.

politid~l

mileage or

An Article 54 Inquiry was. seen as

speedier, and less likely to

be~ome a media circus 301 .

.

These
.

c6nsiderations were reflected in advice put to Sir Philip .Woodfield
. 302
on 15 March
. Thi~ advice noted that whilst a H&PSS 0Fder .Inquiry
r::::~

¥ .. ~

would have powers of

subpo~na

only

i~

respect of persons in Northern

Ireland, a 1921 Act Inquiry would have powers extending through?ut
the United Kingdom (a point which later became of significance to the
attempts of the Hughes Inquiry to · interview Mr Wallace).

It added

that some form of criminal immunity would be appropriate for
witnesses giving evidence to any ' inquiry (~~ether under the 197~
Order or the 1921 Act):

Immunity from 'civil proceedings, on the

other hand, would be much more difficult to arrange.

232(C).

This advice was considered · at a meeting held by Sir Philip

Woodfield on 30 March 1982.

It was noted that there was a choice

between a 1921 Act Inquiry and one held under the H&PSS (NI) Order.
The former was open to objection on the grounds that the issues at
stake dld not warrant such a

procedu~e,

and that it was doubtful

whether matters to be investigated were of "urgent public importance"
as required by the Act.

Th~re

was also a history of unsatisfactoiy

301 . NIO File Sp(B) ?91/360/01A, Enclosure 37.
302.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/01A, Enclosure 52.
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inquiries

~nder

the 1921 Act.

had been aroused;

On the other hand, public expectations

and the wider powers of subpoena of the Act gave

it an advantage over the . 1972 Order.

It was agreed that, in the

absence of powerful ~rguments to the contrary, · a 1921 Act in~uiry
303
would be required
• Here, for a time, consideration rested.

The 1980 Parliamentary Answer

233(S}.

At ab6ut the same time, officials

we~e

engaged in tidying up

...::~...

~Eft::

the matter of a misleading parliamentary answer in f980.

The then

Minister of State, Northern Ireland Office, had ' told Mr Peter
Robinson MP in a written answer on 27 February 1980 that the police
only became

a~are

of allegations of child prostitution (at Kincora)

on 24 January 1980.

Mr Robinson then

~sked

a further question about

the first date of police investigations of homosexuality (a~
~incora).

The reply

t~

this latter question, which issued on 13

March 1980,. stated that: "sine~ the. _police had received no allegations of any
homosexual practices at a~ earlier date, their
investigations began, as I said in my answer on 27 February,
after they first became aware of allegations of child
prostitution (at Kincora} on 24 January". ·

234(S).

By 1982, it was clear, in fact, that policemen had been

aware of suggestions of homosexuality several years before the date
stated in the reply of 13 March 1980, and that at least one policemen

.

~

·.

was aware of specific allegations.

It seemed likely that there had

been confusion during telephone conversations in 1980 over the

303.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/01A, Enclosure 59.
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,..--:-

precise terms used (child prostitution/homosexuality;
Kincora;offences elsewher.e;

offences at

firm. allegations/vague intelligence).

the DUP was well aware of the misleading nature of the second reply
(indeed had mentioned it to the
earlier).

~ecretary

of State on 28 March and
on 1 April 1982, officials submitted advice 30 4 which ·

canvassed, but rejected, the possibility of writing to Mr Robinson .to
correct the reply of 13 March 1980.
subsequently endorsed this advice;

235(U).

The

Secr~tary

of State

and the matter was laid to rest.

The Northern Ireland Assembly had showri great interest in

the Kincora affair, reflecting its prominence in ' the media in
Northern Ireland.

On 22 March 1983 ' the

~ssembly

debated the matter;

and the following day. the ·leaders of the parties represented in the
Assembly (Mr Molyneaux (UUP),

D~

Paisley (DUP), and

Mr Napier (Alliance)), sought ·a meeting with the . secretary of State
to discuss it.

(S) The brief for the meeting submitted by the then
Under Secretary (Law and Order 305 ) contained the follo~ing passage:-

-~"-

~~
..
.

.

"A•sembly members, prompted by the press, have been
especially suspicious of military intelligence activities in
the 1970's. While we should a~oid any discussion of that,
'the Secretary of state should know · that ·Army intelligence
records of that time do not· contain any evidence relating to
criminal activities on the part of any individual at Kincora
~r i~volving juveniles elsewhere.
They do contain . .
information showing that William McGrath was a .homosexual,
that. he was working· at a . boys home (not named) that he had
connections with prominent ~oyalists and that he may have
used homosexuality as a lever for purposes of influence.
Army personnel involved in intelligence -work related to the
304.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/0lA, . Enclosure 60.
305.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/0lB, Enclosure 13.
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illegal activities of Loyalist paramili~ary groups were told
at the · time t~at there was no interest in investigating
deviant sexual activities or · religious aspects of those
organisations or their members".
The m_e eting of the party leaders was ql,lly held on 28 March 306 .

They

piessed Mr Prior for a 1921 Act inquiry with wide terms of reference,
as soon as possible.

He, in response, undertook to discuss the

possibility of such an inquiry with his colleagues.

The decision to proceed with a H&PSS Order Inquiry
..~·.Z·

~(·=~¥

236(C).

Consideration of the kind of enquiry which might follow

Terry had been left following the meeting on 30 March 1982 {paragraph
232').

The reins were. taken up again in March/Apr.i l: 1983, as the

Terry Report neared conclusion.

A tentative draft of a submission,

prepared on th¢ assumption that a 1921 .Act Tribuna~ woqld be
required, ·was circulated on 11 April 307 • This draft was considered
. further at a meeting of officials on 28 April 1983, which concluded
that::-

~t

"It was likely that the extent of concern in the Province
would mean that only the institution of such a wide ranging
and powerful inquiry [as the 1921. Act · Inquiry] woul4
represent a .sufficient response by Goyernment".

~-·.

237 (c).

This proposition · {and certain of the detailed arrangements

related to it), · were discussed with Home Office and Legal Advisers on
6 M'y 1983. On 30 June 1983, however, the picture began to shift 308 . .

306.NIO File Sp{B) 291/360/018, Enclosure 14 . .
307.NIO File Sp{B) 291/360/018, Enclosure 28.
308.NIO File Sp{B). 291/360/018, Enclosure 48.
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Officials had discussed the possibility of a 1921 Act Inquiry with
the Security Service, who

we~e

concerned about the likely intrusion

of thi proposed inquiry into intelligence matters, should the terms
of reference be as wide as

tho~e

which NIO had in mind .

At least two

possible witnesses could come forward with evidence which might,
perhaps gratuitously, reveal information about the

s~ructure

and

range of activities of the .intelligence services at the time in
question.

~:)·

At the same time, the Chief Constable was expressing his

view very strongly against any public inquiry with terms of reference
which would permit "all the rumours to be aireq yet again 309
Officials

w~re

mindful also of the injunction against

furt~er

inquiries in Sir George Terry's Report, jus t received ~ At a short
.
.
310
meeting on 12 July
, Sir Philip Woodfield concluded that · a 1921 Act
.

.

Inquiry should be avoided if at . all possible, notwithstanding that
the Northern Ireland Secr·etary had to some extent committed himsel f
to this course of action at his 28

Mar~h

meeting with the NI party

leaders~-

238(S).

on · 2o July 1983, fresh advice was accordingly submitted 311 to

the Secretary of State for Northern Ire l and .
prospects for .a 1921 Act Inquiry;

This dicu ssed the

a non-statutory inquiry without

309.NIO File Sp( B) 291/360/0lB, Enclosure 49.
310.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/018, Encl osure 53.
311.NIO Fi l e Sp( B) 291(360/0lB, Enclosure 55.
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formal powers;

and a H&PSS (NI) Order 1972 Inquiry.

The

considerations which weighed against a 1921 Act inquiry were set out
as:-

(i)

The principles recommended by. the Salmon Commission

(Royal Commission on Tribunals of Inquiry) of 1966 against
llght or idle use of a 19i1 Act Inquiry;

(ii).

The insubstantial nature of the allegations

circulating in · Northern Ireland;

(iii) Cost - upwards of £2 million was anticipated for a
1921 Act inquiry;

(iv)

and

The possibility that witnesses with relevant

experience would come forward 'to disclose information about
the working of the security forc~s, and in par~icular about
the intelligence services.

Two particular former public

servants were referred to. · One wa·s ·serving a pr·ison
.•

sentence for a manslaughter charge.

.

.

The other was described

as "a born again christian who served in military
intelligence - whose evidence could reveal

(unl e~s

special

arrangements were made) the structure and activities of . the
intelligence services without disclosing anything improper
about the conduct of members".

239(C).

The submission went on to suggest that:-

"One possible way foward after the Terry conclusions are
167
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published would be to concentrate on the child-care aspects
alone, on the grounds that the Terry report had rebutted the
wilder allegations".
240(S) .

.In a subsequent discussion with Sir Philip Woodfield on 26

July, Mr Prior hoped that, whilst much would depend on public
.

reaction
resist
11

~o

.

publication of .the Terty Report, it would be possible to

est~blishing

an inquiry under the 1921 Act.

He was

attracted 11 to the alternative· suggestion of an Inquiry under the

1972 Order, with a Northern Ireland High Court Judge •
.···..,, ..

~-

·.:

241(C).
s~er

With this much agreed by Mr Prior, officials made use of the
Recess to gear up for the proposed publication of Terry's

conclusions and to prepare .for a 1972 Order Inquiry.

On 23 .

September, NIO was notified that the DPP had been through the Terry
Report itself, and the two supporting reports, and had given only one
further. instruction (that the RUC should seek to interview a man .
.

.

.

earlier in a mainland prison; from which he had (by 23 September) ·
In the event, the RUC were unable to trac~ this man,
who wa~ anyway peripheral to the main Kincora Affair 3 .12 . The ·file does
been released).

not identify

~

him~

With the DPP's consideration of the Report thus

out qf the way, it was possible to consider the questions of the
terms of reference for the Inquiry, and the immunity to be granted to
witnesses.

Terms of reference

242(C).

...

The decision to make use of an H&PSS Order Inquiry

312.NIO File 291/360/01B, Enclosure 71.
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implicitly required some limitation of the terms of reference .
Article 54 of the Order says:"The Department [of Health and Social Services} may cause an
inquiry to be held in any case where it appears to the
Department advisable . to do so in connection ·with any matter
arising under this order or th~ Mental Health Act •.. . 11 •
243(U).

From the outset, therefore, the Inquiry was confined to ·

matters to do with health and personal social services, or mentai
health.

Against that

backg~ound,

produced by NIQ on 1 August 313·.
on 15 August~ 14

first draft terms of reference were
These were commented .on by DHSS (NI)

The draft terms of refererice subseque~tly put to the

Northern Ireland Secretary on 21 October 1983, and agreed by him,
were as. follows:"Following:

.

.

(i)
The completion of the investig~~ions of the Royal
Ulster Constabulary into poss~ble homosexual offences
relating to children's homes and young persons' hostels in
Northern Ireland; .

(ii) The completion of investigations df the former Chief
Constable of Sussex, Sir George Terry CBE QPM DL, into
allegations about the wa.y ~n which the Royal Ulster
Constabulary had conduct~d· their inquiries and his
conclusions that there was no evidence that residents of any
children's home were involved in· homosexual "rings~' or. that
police officers, .civil servants, military personnel,
justices of the peace or legal persons were involved in any
such "ring", or that there was any "c6ver up" or concealment
of
evidence or disciplinary breaches
by RUC officers; and
.
.
(iii) The report of the team of child-care experts made
av ailable by the Secretary of ·state for Social Services to
advise on improvements to the supervision and management of
these homes and hostels;
·
The Department of · Health and Social Services for Northern
·Ireland, in pursuance of the powers conferred on it by
313.NIO Fi!e Sp(BJ 291/360/018, Enclosure 60.
314.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/018,
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Article 54 and Schedule 8 of the Health and Personal Social
Services (NI) Order 1972, hereby appoints the following
persons [ .... ]
To:
(a)
Inqu~re into the administration of . children 1 s homes
and young persons' hostels whose residents were subjected to
homosexual offences which led to convictions by the co.u rts
or where homosexual misconduct led to disciplinary action
against members of the staff, and in particular into the
extent to which the bodies responsible for the provision of
residential care for children and young persons could have
prevented the ·commission of such acts or detected their
occurrence at an earlier stage;
(b)
Con~ider the ~mplications for pre~ent procedures and
·practices within the system of residential care, _ including
in particular the adequacy and effectiveness of arrangements
for the supervision and protection of young persons in
residential care; and
( c.)
Make recommendations with a view to· promoting the
welfare of such children and young persons and preventing
any further ~alpractice".
244(U).

With certain relatively minor amendments, these are the

terms of

r~ferenc e

eventually given. to the Hughes Committee and set

out at Appendix A to the Hughes Report .

Immunity

245(U).

As regards civil immunity it was decided .t o rest upon the

view of senior Cr own Counsel, obtained in the context of the ·
McGonagle Inquiry 315 . I n a nutshell, this was that witnesses would not
have the same absolute privilege. as witnes s es appearing before a
tribunal undei the 1921 Act, but woul d

n~vertheless

be entitled to

qualified privi l ege. for anything said in the course of their
evidence.

This qualified privilege would p r otect witnesses giving

315.NIO File Sp(B) 29/ 360/0lA, Enclosure 7.
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evidence in good faith, believing it to be true;
would not however

246(U).

~s

~xtend

the

protectio~

to those who acted from an improper motive.

regards criminal immunity, there was a discussion in late

October 1983 between the DPP (NI) and the then Under Secretary (Law
and Order);

the DPP on 1 November wrote to NIO to confirm that the

Attorney-General would approve an immunity from -prosecution for
witnesses in the following terms:-

"Neither the evidence of any witness before the Inquiry, or
any statement furnished by - such witness for the purposes of
the

Inquir~~

nor any document the witness is required to

produce to the Inquiry, shall be used against the - witness in
any subseque.nt criminal proceedings for an offence involving
homosexual relations between male persons or attempting,
aiding, or ab~tting, counselling or procuring, soliciting-or
inciting or conspiracy to commit-._ any such offence or
withholding information about

247(U).

~ny such offenc~ 316 n~

·

This assurance (naturally enough) did not cover prosecutions

under the Official Secrets Act.

316.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/01C, Enclosure 17.
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Publication of Terry Report

248(U).

As noted in paragraph 214, on 28 October 1983 the Chief

constable published the conclusions, recommendations, and "final
comment" . of Sir George Terry.

'
The RUC press release 317 noted that
the

Report, together with ext·e ·nsi ve· supporting documents and exhibits ( ie
the Superintendents' reports), had been put before the DPP (NI) for
consideratio_n.

The ,DPP had directed no prosecution of any person on

foot of the report.

249(U).

It was clear ·from public responses to the published part of

the Terry Report that there would indeed by a need for a further

inqu~ry.

At ·the Assembly debate on 9 Nov~mber, whilst few members.

were prepared directly to challenge Sir George's conclusions, it was
made quite clear that the Terry Report ~as regarded as "in ~any ways
unsatisfactory";

add the demand for a fuil judicial inquiry was

reiterated. ·

250(C).

Officials therefore pressed forward rapidly to tie up ·the

remaining details.

Final advice on the terms of reference and other

detailed administrative matters was tendered on 16 November . 1983 318 .
It remained to settle a Chairman . . The

~ront

runners were Sir Hilary

Talbot, recently retired from the Queen's Bench. and Judge Brown, the
former Recorder of Belfast.

Sir H Talbot,. in the event, declined, as

317.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/01c, Enclosure 13.
318.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/01C, Enclosure 53.
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did Judge Brown.

An approach was accordingly

mad~

to Judge Sumner, a

former English circuit judge;

whilst a Scots Sheriff, J B

Christie, was held in reserve.

Judge Sumner duly refused;

w
Sheriff

Christie proved to ·be on holiday at the crucial time, and
consideration focussed rapidly on the "next" name on
Hughes.

~he

list; Judge

He at length, . on 8 January 1984, accepted the appointment.

Announcement of the Hughes Inquiry

£,~~~

251(U).

On 18 January 1984 Mr Prior told 319 the House of Commons

that:- ·
"The RUC has completed its investigations. Sir George
Terry's inquiri has also been completed. He has concluded
that the RUC was justified in not mounting a full
investigation before it did, in 1980; ·. that there had been
no concealment of evidence of a homosexual ring involving
residents of the homes or others, nor .evidence of homosexual
practices by officials or police officers; · but that there
were sho.rtcomings as regards .' the administration of the child
welfare serv'ices . . The Director of Public Prosecutions has
considered all the papers . and concluded that no ground
existed which would justify any further . ~roiecutions
connected with the affair".

~"?.~

Mr Prt'or said that he proposed to establish a public inquiry chaired

; ··:.:;:.:

by Judge Hughes. · He explained that there was no evidence to
a 1921 Act

Tribu~al;

consider "what

mor~

justif~

but the Hughes Inquiry would be able to
should be done" in relation to the adminstration

of Children's homes. · In reply to a question from Rev Martin Smyth,
Mr Prior said:"The hon Gentlemen said that Sir George .Terry understood why
police did not investigate the · matter before 1980. I
believe that it would be within the inquiry's terms of

~he

319.Hansard, 18· January 1984, columns 319-326.
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reference to examine why no inquiry was instigated before
1980. This goes . to the hea r t -of ~uch of the concern
expressed in Northern Ireland".
252(U).

There

remaine~

the question of the "other"

~e~bers.

Some

hunting, most~y conducted by DHSS {NI) 1 resulted in a total of nine

·.

refusals .

At length, Mr Harry Whalley, a former Director of Social

Ser~ ices · for

the London Borough of Brent, and Mr W J Patterson,

former . Chief Education Officer of the Belfast Education an~ Libr a~y
Board, were approached.
.....

-_

(·~=~.:..:)

serve;

By 15 March, both had formally agreed to

the Inquiry commenced work .

"?·;;t~~

253(U).

At this point, NIO files fall largely silent about the work

of the ·Inquiry.

On 29

Febu~ry,

however, Judge Hughes approached the

Chief Constable seeking access to Sir George Terry's

papers~

those of the other earlier police enquiries into Kincora.

and

No reply

rests on NIO files, but._ it is understood that the RUC responded
positively.

Linkage of Mr Wallace and Mr Holroyd with the Hughes Inquiry

254(U).

The pause was broken by the arrival of "Wallace/Holroyd"

papers in NIO, from MOD (notably GS Sec's letter of 5 October 1984 320
a nd. GS Sec's further minute of ~1 January 1985 321 ). No attempt appears
to have been made to refer this material to the Hughes Inquiry;

and

320.Letter from .Mr D Coffey DS6c to Mr 8 Protection of ldent1ty Home Office
dated 5 October 1984 (MOD File D/ GS . Sec/66/13/ 2 Part B,
Enclosure 49).
321. Loose minute .f rom Mr Pitt-Brooke GS Sec 2 to DSy{Army)
dated 21 January 1985 (MOD File D/GS sec/66/ 13/2 Part B,
Enclosure 65).
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indeed, the great bulk of it seemed concerned with the

alleg~tions

of

"dirty tricks" in the 1970s.

Mr Wallace's File of Documents

255(U).

on· 1 November 1984 a letter from Mr Wallace covering a large

file of documents about the Kincora Boys' Home Scandal and other
matters was sent 322. to the .Prime .Minister by Mr Holroyd 323 , a retired
Army Captain who had worked in the intelligence field in Northern
~~~;
.
-:~:·:·:..-

Ireland in the early 1970s.

Adjudged to be under stress, he had been

moved from his appointmen~ after a sho~t spell in an Army psychiatric
hospital-• . He had subsequently resigned his

commission ~

He was

conv fnced that he had been imprope~ly treated by. the Army;

and he

had threatened over the years to ·publicise details of illegal
activities which he had claimed were carried out by the Army in
Noithern Ireland.

Mr Holroyd had

be~ri

encouraged to take his

allegations to the poli~e and they had th~n been the subject of a
comprehensive RUC enquiry.
with DPP(NI).

~n November 1984 the police report was

Meanwhile Mr Holroyd· had succeeded in publicising his

allegations in the New Statesman and elsewhere.

A summary of Mr

Holroyd's allegations is at ANNEX L.

322 . Letter from Mr Holroyd to the Prime Minister dated
1 November . 1984 (MOD File D/ GS Sec/ 66/ 13/ 1 Part B,
Enclosure 2 and MOD File D/ GS Se c/66/ 13/ 2 Part B,
attachment to Enclosure 56).
323.The remarks about Mr Holroyd are as minuted
by Mr · Pitt~Brooke (DS6) in November 1984 (MOD Fil~
D/056/ 13/ 2 Part a, Enclosure 57): the author of this
paper has not researched them •
..··:.
...
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256(U).

Mr Holroyd said that he had learnt of Mr Wallace's

misfortunes in early 1984.

After much discussion together, they had

decided to make one last attempt to see justice

d~ne

in both their

cases, by appealing directly to the Prime Minister and asking her to
take a personal. interest in ensuring that proper enquiries w-ere
carried ~ut. Mr Wallace said 324 that the file which he enclosed:" ..•. contains a brief selection of background information
.compiled by me in connection with my numerous attempts t .o
have various matters relating to my _resignation from MOD in
1975 and my conviction of manslaughter in 1981 thoroughly
investigated. The file is designed to give you a brief
overall picture of the situation but it is not a full
account of all the matters relevant to my case! Also, for
. obvious reasons, I have removed various items mainly related
to the .identification of key personalities, particularly
members of the Intell~gence Services etc".
257(U).

Unfortunately, the handling -of these papers proved to be an

administrative disaster.

No 10 ~orwarded 325 them to the Defence

Secretary's Private Office on 6
does

not · m~ke

Novemb~r

.1984.

this clear, either the file __itself or copies pf it must

have been enclosed.

It is unknown

wh~ther ~ither

-copies were retained at No 10 at that time.
~i"~·
Eik-:-.
··~J;$

Although their letter

the originals or

The correspondence does

not appear to have been copied to any other Department.

324.Letter from Mr Wallace to the Prime Minister dated 1
November 1984 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B,
Enclosure 1 and MOD File D/GS · Sec/66/13/2 Part B,
attachment to Enclosure 56).
325.Letter from No 10 to Mr
-(MOD) dated
(MqD File D/GS Se
3/1 Part B,
Enclosure 3 and MOO File D/GS Sec/66/13/2 Part B '·
attachment
to Enclosure . 56) •
. :·.
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258(U).

The Defence Secretary's Private Office sent 326 the

correspondence to Major General Garrett on 9 November, but there is
no trace of it on Mr Wallace's Security Files.

On 24 January 1986,

following enquiries . as to what had happened to the file, Major
General Garrett made a manuscript note 327 that he remembered see~ng one
thick ring file (red or blue) from Mr · Wallace or Mr Holroyd and that
it contained .about three
to Mr Wallace,.
persona~ly

... .......
~

oi

fo~r copie~

of letters signed by himself

He said that he seemed to remember giving the file

to Dr Michael Harte (then Head of DS6), who had come to .

see him when he had researched it but who had taken the file away
again. · _Major Gen•ral Garrett recorded that he
his Directorate had never copied

259(U).

a~y

w~s

letters in the

quite certain that
r~ng

file.

Dr Harte told the author of this paper that he had no

recollection of having handled this fil e and that he believed that he
would have

le~t

Pitt-Brooke) .
did remember
it:

matters of that kind to his Principal (Mr
Mr Pitt- Brooke told the author of . this paper that he

handlin~

the f ile - and indeed he s ubmitted advice on

but (under s tandably) he could not now recal l whether the

documents he saw we re originals or copies;
on . the file;

nor what documents were

nor the persons whom he consulted ove r the r eply to No

10 (eg DSy(Army) or other Government Departments).

He agreed that it

was unlikely that. he would have submitted a reply without ccinsulting
DSy(Army) or the Security Service, but there is no· evidence that he

326.Loose ~inute from .APS/SofS to DSy(Army) re f erence
D/SofS/PS/10 dated 9 November 1984 (MOD File D/GS sec;
66/13/1 Pa rt B, Enclosure 4 (copy) and D/GS Sec/66/13/2
Part B, Enclosure 56 (original).
327. Enclosure 11 on MOD Security F.ile ·cPS/0/18371 Part III.
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did so.

. even t ua 1 su b m1ss1on
.
. 3 2 8 d r. d no t 1n
. d 1ca
.
t e wh e th er the
H1s

documents had been returned to the Private Office with his minute or
copied to copy addressees.

260(0).

Both DS6's Holroyd 329 and Wallace 330 case files contain:-

(a)

The . minute from APS/Sofs to DSy(Army) (the original

being on the. Holroyd file and a copy on the wallace file;
and

(b)

Copies of the letter from No 10 and of the letters to

the Prime Minister

·~rom

Mr Holroyd and Mr Wallace.

DS6's Wallace Case File also contains copies of the first pages only
of two further documents:-

(a)

A document with the title ~The Kincora Inquiry -

·summary of Events relating . to requests for ·information from
John Colin Walla~e, forme~ · Senior Inf.ormation Officer at
Army Headquarters in Northern Ireland and Captain in the
Ulster Defence Regiment, by the Rofal ulster Constabulary 331 ".

328.Undated loose minute from DS6 to APS/SofS reference
0/0S/66/66/13/l/A .and O/OS6/7i6·6/l3/2/B (MOD .File
D/GS Sec/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 7 and D/GS Sec/13/2
Part B, Enclosure. 57).
329.0/GS Sec/66/13/2.
330.0/GS Sec/66/13/1.
33l.See Note 244.
MOD Docs - annotation added by the HIA Inquiry
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An untitled document, ~hich is clearly the first page

(b)

of a .16 page document, but without its cover-note (which was
dated March 1982 and headed "Political and security
implications regarding the disclosure of security classified
information to assist in ·the investigation of the
allegations relating to the Kincora Boys' Hostel,
332
Belfast")
.

Copies of both documents have subsequently been .obtained from other

4t~=·

sources. ·( as will be seen from later paragraphs).

261(U).

No

~ndex

to Mr Wallace's file of Documents was kept.

Subsequently (see . paragraph 282) an index came to hand and this is
reproduced at

ANN~X

F.

If the same documents were sen·t to the Prime

Minister as those indexed at ANNEX F, then the file contained the
documents listed at Serials 1, 11-22 anq 24-53 of ANNEX F;

but no

documents purporting to have been written.: in the 1970-75 period.
That would be consistent with the recollection of Mr Pitt-Brooke, who
~~==

felt that he would have remembered any documents purportedly dating

·~~-~~~~
~ ~:.

from that time.

262(U).

On the basis of advice 333 by Mr Pitt-Brooke, Mr Barclay (an

332.The complete document is reproduced at ANNEX E.
333.Undated loose minute from DS6 to APS/SofS reference
D/DS6/7/66/13/1/A ·and D/DSG/7/66/13/2/B
(MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 7.
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APS at No 10) wrote 334 to Mr Holroyd, commenting both on his own case
and on Mr · wallace's case.

On the latter, he said:-

"Mr Wallace's case has also been the subject of the most
thorough consideration. He has, the Prime Minister .
understandsi petitioned the Home Secretary more than once
about his trial and conviction and his latest petition is
being considered. There have also . been the most thorough
·enquiries into circumstances which led up to his resignation
from the Ministry of Defence~ and into the "Kincora affair",
and in both cases Mr Wallace has been given every ·
opportunity to make his views known".
Mr Barclay concluded {and this was not in Mr

Pitt~Brooke's

draft):-

"I return Mr Wallace'·s file which you forwarded with your
letter".

-~~~:-~
:•
:

At about the same time Mr Holroyd was informed 335 that his allegations
about illegal activities by the Security Forces had

be~n

investigated

and that the DPP (NI) had found that there was insufficient evidence
to warrant the initiation of criminal proceedings against any person.

263(U).

On 26 November Mr Pitt-Brooke wrote 336 to the NIO and to the

.

Home Office, enclosing copies of the HolroydjWallace correspondence,
but not (it would seem) of the file of documents.

264(U).

Mr

W~llace

continued to make representations through his MP ·

334.Letter from No 10 to Mr Holroyd dated 21 November
1984 (MOD Files D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 8 and
D/GS Sec/66/13/2 Part B, En~losure 58).
335.Letter from Mr Holroyd to the Prime Minister dated
9 January 1985 (MOD File D/PL(LS)/617/3/1 Part B, .
attachment to Enclosure 68).
336.Letter from Mr Pitt-Brooke to Mr
( NIO) re fe renee
D/056/7/66/13/1 dated 26 November 198
File D/GS Sec
;66/13,/1 Part B, Enclosure 9).
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about his conviction, to which Mr Mellor responded 337 .

This

correspondence ranged over the alleged Kincora cover-up, Mr Holroyd's

allegat~ons and other matters 338 .

Mr ~allace wrote again to the Prime

Minister on 14 December 1984, complaining that neither his case nor
M~ Holroyd'~ case had been considered properly and asking - a series of

further questions.

Mr Holroyd also continued to correspond 339 about

the two cases.

265(U).

:. ~.;..
""=::~::.~~~;:
.~·

Much later, on 12 August .1985, it became apparent from a
.
.
34 0
further lette'r . from Mr Wallace to the ·Prime Minister dated 12 August
1985 that the documents returned to Captain Holroyd ' in . Mr Wallace's .

337.See · Home Office letter reference PDP/W17374/2/2 dated 29
November 1984, Mr Mellor's letter to Mr Marshall dated
20 December 1984, Mr Marshall's letter of 11 February
1985 to the Home Secretary (to which was attached a
letter from Mrs Wallace dated 4 February and a letter
from Mr · wallace 1 ~ebruary with enclosures), a letter
from Mr Mellor to Mr Marshall dated 13 March and a
letter from the Home Office to OS6 refere~ce
PDP/W17374/9/6 dated 18 March 1985 (MOD File
O/OS6/7/66/13/1 Part B,· Enc.losures 10, 13 and 19
(with attachments).
338.Attached . to Mr Wal~ace's letter · of 1 February 1985 to
Mr Marshall was the 21 November letter from No 10 and
some other documents - · including so~e New Statesman
articles (which cannot all have been on Mr Wallace's
file of documents as one of them was dated after
1 November 1984 and a document headed "
t seems was on
case).

Hol~oyd

339.Correspondence with Mr Holroyd is only listed in this
paper w~ere it is crucial to consideration of the Wallace
case.
340.Lette~ from Mr Wallace to the Prime Minisfer dated

12 August
Enclosure
Trefgarne
indicated
him.

1985 (MOD File 'D/GS Sec/66/13 Part B,
44/1) . A letter from Mr Holroyd to Lord
dated 6 January 19S6 (See Note 288)
that the original file binde~ was returned to

MOD Docs - annotation added by the HIA Inquiry
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;:·:.

file were not the

o~i~inal

copies of those documents.

documents sent to the Prime Minister, but
Mr Wallace put it to the Prime Minister

that:"Your office copied the file which Captain Holroyd submitted ·
to you on my behalf and retained the original. Indeed, you
will note that the documents retained by your office have
plastic "reinforcing . rings" affixed to them, the ones
returned to. Captain Holroyd do not. Those rings were
affixed to the documents in my file by Captain Holroyd
before he submitted the file to you. Also, you will note
that someone at yoar office added small pencil ticks to the
top o~ certain documents before they were photocopied".
As

~his

apparently .insignificant point
.. came to assume ever-increasing

importance in the minds of Mr Wallace, Mr Holroyd and
Hatfie~d

for

t~e

Mr

(by then the DS6 Principal) arranged for a search to be made

missing originals.
.
341
what happened to them
.

TJ:ley were never found and it is a myster'y

.

266(U).

~thers,

j

Among the documen'ts that went ·missing was the document

headed "Poiitical and security implicatio~s ..•. relating to ...•
Kincora ..•. ",which is reproduced at

..:fJ::.'i
~-~~~"'

;:'~'

AN~EX

E.

This 17 page document

is a full statement of all Mr Wallace's allegations about .his
involvement· in Army/"MIS" black propaganda, "Clockwork Orange'', etc.
It makes some serious allegations abo.u t the Kincora affair.

It also

deals in some detail with his disciplinary and manslaughter cases.
It is both sensational and wide-ranging.

267(U).

Unknown to MOD at the time, it appears that on 21 November

1984 Mr Holroyd handed another set of Mr Wallace's documents

341.See paragraph 284 of -this paper.
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=~ ~:;:_

Essex Police and at the same time inspired Mr Duncan Campbell to
publish a series of articles in the New Statesman
tricks" in Northern Ireland.

~bout

"dirty

The Essex Police passed the file to the

RUC who (because of its references to Kincora) passed it to the
H~ghes

Commitee.

Hughes Committee's Wish to Interview Mr Wallace

268(U) .

~~~;:

On 25 March 1985. Mr Quinn, the Secr~tary to the Hughes
Inquiry, wrote 342 to the Home Office see king pe·rmission to interview Mr
Wallace.

He explained that the . papers handed to the Essex Police

contained references to:"allegations of homosexual assaults on boys in Kincora and
other homes; · that boys in care were taken out to meet
clients; that William McGrath was the subject of a Belfast
Welfare . Authority .investigation; ' that ho~osexuals were
employed in tqe Belfast welfare Authority; and that an ·
anonymo·u s phone call regarding these al l egations was made to
the Wel fare authorities".
Mr Quinn noted that difficulties had arisen when Sir George Terry had
attempted to interview Mr wallace and asked if .urgent consideration
could be given to

arr~nging

the interview,· as the Committee had

nearly completed taking evidence.

Mr

(NIO) consulted Mr
Pitt-Brooke (GS Sec - formerly DS6) on 27 March 343 and was told 344 that

342.Letter from Hughes Inquiry Secre tary to the Home
Office reference CHH 191/85 dated 25 March 1985 (MOO
File D/GS sec/66/13/1 Part B, attachment to
Enclosure 21).
343.Unreferenced letter from NIO to DS6 dated
27 March 1985 (MOti File D/GS Sec/1/66/13/ 1 Part B,
Encl osure 21).
344.Letter from GS Se c to Home Office refe rence
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MOD had no objection to the Committee approaching Mr Wallace.

269(U) .

On 24 April 1985 Mr Quinn wrote 345 to Mr Lyon (NIO) enclosing

copies of correspondence bet~een himself and Mr Wallace's solicitor.
The earlier difficulties over immunities anq legal aid had recurred.
Mr Wallace's sofi ci tor· had asked whether the Committee had had the
opportunity of seeing the file of papers submitted to the Prfme
Minister in November 1984, as Mr Wallac e consider e d it e ssential that
the Committee saw this file before any further discussion took place.
On 30 April Mr Lyon replied 346 : •

•

•

l

"···~I understand that the corite~~' of that file dealt .
mainly with Mr Holroyd's own case
and were returned to him
on 21 November 1984 by the Prime Minister.'s office after due
consideration .
I understand that no complete copy was taken
of the contents of ·the · file and we are riot therefore able to
show it to you.
I n these circumstanc e ~ you will no doubt
.wish to consider a fr e sh approach to Thomas Eggar and Sons
to see whether ~r Wallace can provide you with the papers
himself
"
·

270(U).

No papers whatsoever (comple te o~ incomp l ete) were shown by

NI O to the inquiry at this stage.
of a set.

Nor, indeed, was NIO in possession

What the inquiry did however

h~ve

(and had had since 29

(Footnote 344 continued from previous page)
D/GS Sec/66/13/1 dated 29 March 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec
66/13/1 Part B, Enclos ure 22) .
345 . Letter from Hughes I nquiry Secretary to NI O reference
CHH 261/85 dated 24 April 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1
Part B, ·attachment to Enclosure 24).
346.unreferenced l e tter from NI O to Hughes Inquiry Secretary
dated 30 April 1985 (MOD Fi le D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Pa rt B,
Enclosure 24).
347.That wa s not correct.
..

-· .·
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